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1.0 PURPOSE


The purpose of this~documentation is to present the test results


obtained during the performance of an evaluation test program.


.The-evaluation test program was conducted to determine the con­

formance of a Soloron solar collector to the evaluation reauire­

ments specified in Reference 2.5 in accordance with Reference 2.7.


2:0 REFERENCES


2.1 	 NBS TECH NOTE 899 
 Development of Proposed Standards for Testing


Solar Collectors and Thermal Storage Devices


2.2 	 ASHRAE 93-P 
 Method of Testing Solar Collectors Based


on Thermal Performance


2.3 	 (TBD) 
 Procedure for Operating the MSFC Hot Air


Loop


2.4 Contract No.: 
	 NAS8-32036


2.5 IBM-K42-76-008 
	 Test Evaluation Plan for Solar Energy


Products Solar Collectors


2.6 MSFC MMI 5300.4C 
	 Metrology and Calibration


2.7 MTCP-DC-SHAC-405 
	 Test Procedure for Thermal Performance


Evaluation of Solar Energy Products Company


(SEPCO) "Soloron" Collector


3.0 MANUFACTURER


Solar Energy Products Company

121 Miller Road


Avon Lake, Ohio 44012


3.1 DESCRIPTION OF TEST SPECIMEN
 

The test article, a Soloron solar collector, Model EF-212, Serial


Number 002, is a single glazed collector with a nonselective


absorber plate utilizing flowing air as the heat transfer medium.


The absorber plate and box frame are aluminum and the insulation


-isone inch Isocyanurate foam board with thermal conductivity of


0.11 BTU/Ft2 .Hr.oF/Ft. The collector measures 25 1/8 inches


,by 	 146 3/4 inches by 3 5/16 inches, provides 25.6 square feet


of solar collector surface area and weighs 65 pounds. Figure I


depicts a plan and sectional view of the collector.
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4.0' SUMMARY


In accordance with References 2.5 and 2.7,- a'series of tests were


conducted to evaluate the thermal performance of a Model EF-21?
 

Soloron solar collector. These tests included the following:


a. Time Constant Test


b. Collector Efficiency Test


c. Collector Stagnation Test


d. Incident Angle Modifier Test


e. Load Test


f. Weathering Test


g. Absorber Plate Optical Properties Test


Data sheets for all tests are included in Appendix I. The time


constant was determined to be 4 minutes and 30 seconds. Figures


8 and 9 depict collector efficiency curves for 2 SFM and 5


SFM Per square foot of collector surface.- Incident angle modifier
 

data are shown in Figures 10 and 11. Stagnation test data are


located in Paragraph 6.4.3 and the results of the optical proper­

ties test are contained in Paragraph 6.5.3. The collector was


subjected to loads of up to 120 pounds per square feet with no


apparent damage or leakage. (See Paragraph 6.6.3). The weather­

ing test was.conducted from December 1976 through April 1977.


The only apparent deficiency noted during this test was a shrink­

ing and separation of the trim from the frame. Weather conditions


during this period were recorded and are presented in Appendix II.


Detailed data which formed the basis for all analyzes concerning


these tests are presented in Appendix I'
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TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT 
 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
5.0 () DoOR QIJALIWI' 
5.1 Ambient Conditions


Unless otherwise specified herein, all tests were performed in


the existing natural environment. The solar noon during the


period of this test was at 11:47 Central Standard Time.


5.2 Instrumentation and Equipment


All test equipment and instrumentation used in the performance 
of this test program comply with the requirements of MSFC MMI 
5300.4C, Metrology and Calibration. Instrumentation sensor and 
readout locations are indicated in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. © 
The four channel strip data recorder setup procedures are con­

tained in Appendix IIof Peference 2.7. Pictures of test setup


and test equipmentare.shown in Photographs 1 nd 2. A listing


of.the equipment used ineach test follows:


Collctor Time Constant Test


Apparatus 

Collector Shield 

Pyranometer 

Ai Source 

Thermopile 

Thermocouples' 

Wind Sensor 

Strip Chart Recorder 

Flow Converter 

Flow Sensor 

Ice Bath 

Test Stand 

Differential


Pressure Sensor 

Manufacturer/Model 

Hard Board 

Eppley 

MSFC Supplied 

Medtherm 

Medtherm 

MSFC Supplied 

Hewlett-Packard 

Foxboro 

Cox-Turbine C-L-32 

MSFC Supplied 

MSFC Supplied 

MSFC Supplied 

Collector Efficiency Test


Apparatus 

Pyranometer . 
Air Source 
Thermopile 
Thermocouples 
Wind Sensor 
Strip Chart Recorder 
Flow Converter 
Flow Sensor 
Ice Bath 
Test Stand 
Di fferenti al

Pressure Sensor 

Manufacturer/Model 

Eppley 

MSFC Supplied 

Medtherm 

lMedtherm 

MSFC Supplied 

Hewlett-Packard 

Foxboro 

Cox-Turbine C-L-32 

MSFC Supplied 

MSFC Supplied 

MSFC Supplied 

Range/Accuracy


N/A


0-400 BTU/Hr.Ft2/+0%


50 - 200 -SCFM


O-20°F/±1?E (


32°-200oF/t1oF

0 - 60 MPH


5 v-l0v/+0.5%


0 - 400 CFM +1%


20-250 ACFM W2%


N/A


N/A


0 - 2 in.H20 +5%


Range/Accuracy


0-400 BTU/Hr'Ft2/%l0%

50 - 200 SCFM

0-20°F/*310

320-2000 F/-1 F

0 - 60 MPH

5 v-10v/+0.5%

0 - 400 tFM+l%

20 - 250 ACFM +2%

N/A

N/A

0-2 in.H20 +5%


5.0 	 TEST CONDITIONS AND TEST EQUIPMENT (Continued)


5.2 	 Instrumentation and Equipment (Continued)


Incident Angle Modifier Test


Apparatus 	 Minufacturer/Model 
 
Pyranometer Eppley 
 
Air Source MSFC Supplied 
 
Thermopile Medtherm 
 
Thermocouples Medthbrm 
 
Wind Sensor,, MSFC Supplied 
 
Strip Chart Recorder Hewlett-Packard 
 
Flow Converter Foxoboro 
 
Flow Sensor Cox-Turbine C-L-32. 
 
Ice Bath MSFC Supplied 
 
Test Stand MSFC Supplied 
 
Differential MSFC Supplied 
 
Pressure Sensor
 

Col-lector Stagnation Test


Apparatus 	 Manufacturer/Model 
 
Pyranometer Eppley 
 
Thermocouples Medtherm 
 
Test Stand MSFC Supplied


Collector Optical Properties Test


Apparatus 	 Manufacturer/Model 
 
Mobile Solar Gier Dunkle Instru-

Reflectometer ments/MS 251 
 
Infrared Reflect- Gier Dunkle Instru­

ometer ments/DDlO0 
 
Collector Load Test


Not applicable.


Collector Weathering Test


Not applicable.
 

Range/Accuracy


0-400 BTU/HrFt2/+1IO%


50 - 200 SCFM


0-20°F/+0.050F


320-200F/+O.l°F


0 - 60 MPH­

5 v-lOv/+0.5%


0 - 400 WFM +1%


20-250 ACFM P2%


N/A


N/A


0-2 in.H20


Range/Accuracy


0-400 BTU/HrFt2/+IO%


320-2000F/+.Ol 0 F


Range/Accuracy


0-00%/+2%


0-100%/+2%
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES
 

Data 	 obtained for each test is denoted in the results section.


Some data is evaluated through the use of a SR-52 calculator.


Program documentation is found in Appendix 1I of Reference 2.7,


and program use is explained in Table III.


6.1 Collector Time Constant Test


-6.1.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


The collector shall be mounted and insulated in such a way that


the back and edge losses will be characteristic of those that


will occur -during operation on a structure. (See Figure 'I.)


The total solar flux shall be continuously greater than 250


BTU/Hr.Ft2 and data taken only during a "quasi-steady state"


condition. The collector time constant shall be determined


-by abruptly reducing the solar flux to zero through shading. This


will be-done with the inlet temperature adjusted to within 20F


of ambient while the air is circulating at-48 + 3 SCFM. The


differential temperature across the collector shall be monitored


to determine the time (t)required to reach the condition of:


AT(t) 4 0.30 
ATo


where T(t) is the differential temperature after shading and


ATo is the differential temperature prior to shading.


6.1.2 Test Procedure


1. 	 Adjust the air flow rate to 48 ±3 SCFM.


2. 	 Adjust the inlet temperature to ambient ±20F.


3. 	 Determine the corresponding SCFM value through temperature­

and pressure compensation.


4. 	 Readjust the air flow and redetermine the SCFM value until


the SCFM value is 48 ±3 SCFM.


5. 	 Allow the system to stabilize to a "quasi-steady state"


condition (approximately 20 minutes).


6. 	 Reduce the solar flux to zero by shading the collector


from the sun.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.1.2 Test Procedure (Continued)


7. Continuously monitor and record the differential temperature


until the ratio of (AT-(t)/ATo) is less than 0.30 where


AT(t) represents the differential temperature as a function


of time referenced to the time of shading, and AT, is the


constant differential temperature orior to shading.


6.1.3 Results


The "time constant" is defined as the time required for


FRUL (tfita)+ !2 AT(t) 0 R L r= 0.368 
FRUL (tf,i-ta) + fICp &To-
A 
where


FR: Solar heat removal factor


UL: Solar collector transfer loss coefficient


from Section 6.3.3


FRUL = 0.96


from test data (See data sheet in Appendix I.)


kR = 0.0423 x 49.5 = 2.094 BTU/HrFt2 .OF


A


&TO = 57°F, air inlet temperature tf,i = 98.20F, and from


above equation as


aT(t) = 0.368 T0 - 0.632A FRUL (tf,i-ta) = 17.70 F 
From the strip chart recorder, this happened at 4 minutes and


30 seconds after shading. Hence, the time constant is 4 minutes


and 30 seconds.


ORIGINAL PAGB fl 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.2 Collector Efficiency Test


6.2.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


The collector to be tested shall be pre-conditioned prior to


initiation of the Test. Pre-conditioning shall consist of


stagnation heat in a non-operational mode for three cumulative


days in which the incident solar radiation measured in the


plane of the collector shall be a mean of 1500 BTU/Ft2/day


(406 langleys). The tilt angle shall be 450. The collector


shall be mounted in a location such that there will be no


significant energy reflected or reradiated onto the collector


fromsurrounding buildings or any other surfaces in the vicinity

of the test stand for the duration of the test (s). This re­

quirement will be satisfied if the ground and immediately ad­

jacent foreground surfaces are diffuse reflectors with a reflec­

tivity of less than 0.20. If significant reflection can occur,


provision shall be made to shield the collector by the use of a


non-reflective shield. In addition, the test stand shall be


located so that no shadow will be cast onto the collector by


any obstruction at any time during the test period. The test


shall be conducted at times having weather conditions such that


the integrated average insolation measured in theplane of the


collector or aperture, reported, and used for the computation of


instantaneous efficiency values shall not be less than 315 W/m2


(100 BTU/Hr-Ft2). The orientation of the collector shall be such


that the incident angle (measured from the normal to the collector


surface or aperture) is less than 300 during the period in which


test data is being taken. The air velocity across the collector


surface shall be measured and recorded as part of the test data.


The velocity measurement shall be made at a distance of approxi­

mately 1 m (3.3 Ft.) from the collector, at a height corresponding


to the mid-height of the collector, and at a location where the


velocity sensor is not shielded from the wind and the sensor does


not cast a shadow on the collector during the tests. The range


of ambient temperatures for all reported test points comprising


the "efficiency curve" shall be less than 30°C (86'F). Collector


.efficiency shall be determined at flow rates of 48 and 120 SCFM.


The inlet temperature shall be maintained as close as attainable


.,to 0, 25, 50, and lO00F above ambient for each flow rate.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.2.1 Performance Criteria Requirements (Continued)


At least four "data points" shall be taken for each value of


inlet temperature-flow (tf,i); two during the time period pre­

ceding solar noon and two in the period following solar noon.


The efficiency curve shall be established by data ppints


that represent efficiency values determined by integrating the


data over a time period equal to the time constant or 5 minutes,


whichever is larger. The integrated value of incident solar


energy will be divided into the integrated value of energy


obtained from the collector to obtain the efficiency value


for that instant.
 

6.2.2 Test Procedures


1. 	 Establish the proper flowrate and inlet temperature (tf,i)


for each test designation a thru j specified below.


Ambient 0 F :Amb. +10F Amb. +25°F Amb. +50'F Amb. 41000 F


48 SCFM +3 a t c e g i


120 SCFM +8. b d f h j


2. 	 Continuously adjust the inlet temperature and flow rate to


maintain the desired "data point" characteristics.
 

3. 	 Continuously monitor and adjust the strip chart recorder


to obtain acturate, real-time recordings of wind velocity,

T, and solar flux. 
4. Continue recording data from two (2)hours preceding solar


noon 	 to two (2)hours following solar noon.


6.2.3 Results


For the test interval of each efficiency "data point" the


efficiency value ,iscalculated using the equation


>~9J 2 AT( dCOGhNJ.4 	 PAGE ISIdZ-	 OF Poomb QtAUJ7 
or alternately,


where


Ar=Z7 
7 '-r r is the average differential temperature 
8


6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)
 

62.£3 .Results (Continued).


across the collector during test interval


,and


~ 1I d,, is the average solar irradiation.


Due.to the heat input to the system by the blower and the heat
 

absorbed from the ambient, the inlet temperature at ambient tem­

perature can not be nbtained without a chiller. Hence, the tests


.Were carried out for inlet temperatures at ambient plus 100F,


-ambient plus 256F, ambient plus 500 F and ambient plus lO0°F.


The test data sheets are enclosed in Appendix I and tabulated


Ain TablelIII. Flow rates of 48 SCFM and 120 SCFM, which corres­

ponds to 2 SCFM and 5 SCFM per square foot of collector were tested


for each of 4 inlet temperatures stated above. Four (4$"data


points" were taken for each inlet temperature; two during the


*time period preceding solar noon and two in the period following


solar noon. Consequently,.sixteen (16) data points were obtained


for bach flow rate-to establish the "efficiency curve". Figure


10 depicts plots of efficiency data against (ti+te - ta) /I


2


with second-order least-square fitting curves.
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6.0 TEST 	 REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6'3'Incident Angle Modifier Test 
6.3. 'Performance Criteria Requirements


The collector to be tested shall be pre-conditioned prior to


initiation of the test. Pre-conditioning shall consist of


stagnation'heat in a non-operational mode for three cumulative


days Inwhi-ch the incident solar radiation measured in the plane


of the.collector shall be a mean of 1500 BTU/Ft2/day (406 langleys).

:The tilt angle shall be 450. The collector shall be mounted


in.a location such that there will be no significant energy re­

.flected'or re-radiated onto the collector from surrounding build­

ings or any other surfaces in the vicinity of the test stand for


the duration of the test (s). This requirement will be satisfied


if the ground and immediately adjacent foreground surfaces are
 

diffuse reflectors with a reflectivity of less than 0.20. If


significant reflection can occur, provision shall be made to


shield the collector by the use of a non-reflective shield. In


addition, the test stand shall be located so that no shadow will


be cast onto the collector by any obstruction at any time during


the test period. The test shall be conducted at times having


Weather conditions such that the integrated average insclation


measured in the plane of the collector or aperture, reported,


and used forthe computation of instantaneous efficiency values


shall be 'not.less than 315 W/m6 (100 BTU/Hr-FtC). The air vel­

ocity across the collector surface shall be measured and recorded


as part of the test data. The velocity measurement-shall be


!made at a distance of approximately 1 m (3.3 ft) from the collec­

:tor, at a height corresponding to the mid-height of the collector,


and at a location where the velocity sensor isnot shielded from


the wind and the sensor does not cast a shadow on the collector


during the tests. The range of ambient temperatures for all


-reported test points comprising the "efficiency curve" shall be


'less than 300C (860F). The incident angle modifier shall be


determined at a flow rate of 48 13 SCFM with the temperature


maintained as close as possible to ambient.


6.3.2. Test Procedure


1. 	 Adjust the-flow rate to 48 *3 SCFM.


2. 	 Adjust the inlet temperature to within ±20F of the ambient


temperature.


3. 	 Continuously adjust the inlet temperature and flow rate to


maintain 48 *3 SCFM and ambient *2*F, respectively.


4. 	 qontjnuously monitor and adjust the strip chart recorder


to obtain accurate real-time recordings of wind velocity,


4T, and solar flux.


ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued),


6.3.2 	 Test Procedure .(Continued)


5. The efficiency values are determined in three "pairs"
where each "pair" includes a value of early in the day


and a second value late in the day.


6. The data should be collected for average incident angles

of approximately 450, 60* and 750.


,6.3.3 Results


°
During the time of this test program, Incident angle of 75 ,


-which is five hours before or after solar noon, does not have


solar irradiation above 100BTU/Hr.Ft2 that is required for


every efficiency test. Hence, data points were obtained for


incident angles of 37.5', 450,.52.50 and 600. The test data
 

sheets are enclosed inAppendix I and tabulated in Table IV.


The incident angle can be computed as 
7 + FRUL (ti-ta)
I 
=(ZA)e'n FRT()en 
where


FR : 	 Solar heat removal factor 
UL : 	 Solar collector heat transfer loss coefficient 
(X)ae,n 	 Effective transmissivity-absorptively factor at


normal incidence


If the efficiency is plotted against (Tfi-Tamb)/I (as shown in Figure 
9) the negative of the efficiency slope will be equal to FRUL ®a 
and the y interception will be equal to FR (r,)e,n. 
Hence, at 48 SCFM 
FR(CA)e,n = 0.589


FRUL ."565.589 = 0.96 BTU/Hr'Ft2.°F 
The efficiency at each incident angle were considered as the.


average of two data points which were collected at that particular

incident angle, one in the period preceding solar noon and the


other in the period following solar noon. The incident angle

modifiers were computed using above mentioned efficiencies,


FR(ra)ejn and FRUL value. The results were plotted against


incident angle (4) in Figure 10. Alternately, a plot of


incident angle modifier against (_1_ -l)and a linear least­

square fitting curve were prevented inFigurel . .


6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.4_ Collector Stagnation Test


6.4.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


This test shall consist of exposure to ambient condition ina


non-operational mode during a day inwhich the daily mean


incident solar radiation measred in the plane of the collector


shall be at least 1500 BTU/Ft4/day. The exposure angle shall


be the latitude angle, or the angle of test specified herein.


The Collector shall be mounted in a location such that there


-will be no significant energy reflected or re-radiated onto the


collector from surrounding buildings or any other surfaces in 
thevicinity of the test stand for the duration of the test (s).
This requirement will be satisfied if the ground and immediately
adjatent foregroundsurfaces are diffuse reflectors with a re­
flectivity of less than 0.20. Ifsignificant reflection can 
occur, provision shall be made to shield the collector by the 
use of a non-reflective shield. Inaddition, the test stand 
shall be located so that no shadow will be cast onto the collec­
tor by any.obstruction at any time during the test period. The 
test shall be conducted at times having weather conditions such 
that the integrated average insolation measured in the plane of 
the collector or aperture, reported, and used for the computation 
of,instantaneous efficiency values shall be not less than 315 
W/m2 (100 BTU/Hr-Ft2). The air velocity across the collector 
surface shall be measured and recorded as part of the test data. 

The velocity measurement shall be made at a distance of approxi­

mately 1 m (3.3 ft.) from the collector, at a height correspond­

ing to the mid-height of the collector, and at a location where 

the velocity sensor is not shielded from the wind and the sensor 
does not cast a shadow on the collector-during the tests. The 
range of ambient temperatures for reported test points comprising
the "efficiency curve" shall be less than 300 (860F). This 
test shall be performed in accordance with Section 5.1.1 of 
Reference 2.2.


6.4.2 Jest Procedure


Record temperature data for a minimum of three consecutive days

inwhich the incident solar radiation measured inthe plane of


the collector shall be a mean of 1500 BTU/Ft2/day.


12 -. 2lis 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.4.3 Results


The results of this test are shown below:


Collector Identificatior SEPGU Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4/19/77 Test Identification Collector Stagnation Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area 25.6 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116


Maximum Temperature (Top) (OF) 243


(Bottom) 166


Maximum Ambient Temperature (OF) 81S


Total Solar Flux 1525 BTU/Ft2 day


Mean Solar Flux 190 BTU/Ft2 hr


Maximum Solar Flux 304 BTU/Ft2 hr


6.0 	 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.5 .		 Collector Optical Properties Test 
6.5.1 	 Performance Criteria Requirements


-The optical properties of the solar collector shall be determined


by MSFC personnel. A collector shall be disassembled by Wyle

personnel and delivered to EH-34 for optical measurements.


Collector optical measurements are addressed by Reference 2.2.


-6.5.2 	 Test Procedures


Collector-Optical properties will be measured in accordance with


standard procedures set up by MSFC measurement personnel.


6.5.3 	 Results,


Test results are recorded below:


:Collector Identification' SEPCO Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 5/23177 -Test Identification Collector Optical Properties Test


Tested by B. Kennedy, EH-34 MSFC


Emissivity Absorptivity


I" §q. cut from SEPCO panel 0.88 0.96


ORIGRAL PAGE IS 
OF POOP QUALITy 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.6 Collector Load Test


6.6.1 Performance Criteria Requirements


One solar collector shall be subjected to load testing. The


specified load requirements are listed in Table I. The collec­

tor shall be mounted as indicated in Figure 2 but shall be


oriented such that the glazing is horizontal. Uniform loads


shall be applied by means of a transparent flexible diaphragm

which can be covered with a uniform layer of transparent liquid


of varying depths to obtain the desired load variations. If


either breakage or leakage to the collector occurs before all


six tests steps havebeen conducted, the load testing shall be


discontinued, If it is determined that the failure is the re­

sult of a collector which isnot representative of the vendor's


.normal product,-the collector shall be replaced and the load


test started over. If it is determined that the ultimate load


capability of the collector has been reached, the load testing
 

shall be terminated.


6,6.2 Test Procedure 
1. 	 Mount the collector in the horizontal plane. 
2. 	 Place the load frame with liner over the collector.


3. 	 Fill the load frame liner with water to a level corres­

ponding to the Step 1 load of Table I and let stand for


five minutes.


4. 	 Drain and remove the load frame.


5. . Flush the collector exposed surface with water and inspect


for leaks.


6. 	 If the collector leaked or was damaged due to the load,


record and indicate what the load level is.


7. 	 If the collector does not leak and is not damaged, record


the load level and repeat steps 3 through 5 for the next


load level.
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.6.3 Results


The results of this test are tabulated below


Service-Load Steps


Step No. Load (Lb/Ft2) Pass/Fail 
1 10 pass 
2 20 pass 
3 30 pass 
4 50 pass 
5 80 pass 
6 120 pass 
Comments


no leakage


no leakage


no leakage


no leakage


no leakage


no leakage


ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY, 
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6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.7 Collector Weathering Test


6.7.1 Performance Criteria Requirements
 

0ne solar collector shall be subjected to a weathering test.


The collector shall be subjected to long term exposure to sun­

light and other weathering elements. The collector shall be


exposed to the elements in the same manner as itwill be during


its service life so that the sides and bottom will be protected


from the elements. The inlet and outlet ports of the collector


shall be blocked to eliminate natural convection cooling. The


ports shall be blocked with urethane foam with breathing tubes


inserted as ,indicated in Figure 3. The collector shall face


due south ±5 degrees at a tilt angle from the horizontal plane


of 45'.


The test shall be conducted over a one year period. The -collectors


shall be visually inspected at least monthly for evidence of


collector deterioration. If examination shows evidence of gross


collector deterioration which is considered capable of affecting
 

collector performance, weather testing shall be discontinued


and spectral tests conducted.


If the spectral parameters have changed by more than 10% of the


values initially measured, performance testing shall be conducted.


After these tests have-been performed, the collector shall be


returned to the weather testing status.


-Daily recdrds of weather conditions occurring in the proximity

Of the test collector shall be kept. Weather measurements shall


include the following:


Daily solar radiation total (BTU/Ft2/day)


Daily temperature profile (high, low, average)


Daily rain measurements (inches/day)


Additional weather conditions such as hail, snow,


exceptionally high winds shall be reported.


-6.7.2 Test Procedure


Weathering tests for the collector shall be performed on test


bed #1 of the breadboard facility located at the Marshall


Space Flight Center. The necessary sequence of events are:


17


6.0 TEST REQUIREMENTS AND PROCEDURES (Continued)


6.7.2 Test Procedure (Continued)


1. 	 Prepare the collector as described in test requirements.


2. 	 Mount the collector on test bed #1 in the manner that it


would be installed on a building.


-3. 
 Inspect the collector monthly for apparant deterioration.


4. 	 Obtain the necessary data from the National Weather Bureau


located at the Huntsville Airport. This data is recorded


hourly and sunnatized daily. Obtain only the daily summaries.


Record this information on weathering data sheets.


6.7.3 RESULTS


The results of this test are tabulated monthly in the following


pages. Due to the lack of facilities, total daily solar radiation
 

was not recorded.
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TABLE I


SERVICE LOAD STEPS


Step No.


1 10 pounds per square foot


2 20 pounds per square foot


3 30 pounds per square foot


4 50 pounds per square foot


5 80 pounds per square foot


6 120 pounds per square foot
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TABLE II


MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES
 

I3. Barometric pressure is available from the weather station by calling


837-5655.


2. 	 The ambient temperature is measured withthe mini-mite thermocouple


* 	 bridge. 
3. 	 Gauge pressure is determined by entering the indicated gauge voltage


in millivolts and pressing B on the TI-SR-52 calculator.*


4. 	 Gauge temperature is indicated on the digital thermometer (DT-1).


5. 	 Differential pressure is determined by the inclined manometer and read 
'intenths of an inch of water. 
6. 	 Diffuso solar flux is determined by entering the millivolts indicated on


the digital voltmeter (DVM-2) and pressing D on the calculator.


7. 	 Plate temperatures are indicated on the digital thermometer (DT-2);


each must be plugged in separately.


8. 	 Mass flow is determined by the following process.


Using the SR-52 calculator:


.Enter gauge temperature (0F), press A.


Enter gauge voltage (MV), press B.


Enter flow sensor frequency (Hz), press C.


The result upon pressing C is the flow rate in standard cubic feet


,per minute.


9. 	 The inlet temperature is determined by use of the National Bureau of


Standards table for type T thermocouples with an ice bath. The milli­

volt reAding from DVM-3 is looked up in the NBS table.


*Computation program must be read into the calculator prior to opera­

tion. See Appendix II for program documentation,
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TABLE III 
-oTEST DATA AND RESULTS FOR SEPCO EFFICIENCY TEST


4/11/77 1 3 4 5 '6 7 8 
Time of starting test 
- 0942 1050 110 1211 1230 1315 1332 1405 
Time of ending test 0947 1055 1145 1216 1235 1320 1337 1410 
Mean absorber upper plate 
temperature 0F­
143.5 158.5 191 213 210 183 162.5 149.5 
Mean absorber lower plate 112 128 152 187 191 154 130.5 117.5 
temperature F 1 
Ambient temperature oF 80 81 83 84 84 86 85 85 
Mean inlet temperature oF 88.7 106.7 132.7 184.6 184.6 136.8 111.3 97.8 
T arsoe38.88 42.2 36.2 20.0 21.8 30.0 37.2 33.9 
Mean flow rate SCFM 120 118.9 121 120.2 120.0 120.7 120.9 122.3 
Mean diffuse solar flux 
BTU/HrFt2 -
Mean total solar flux 2 
BTU/HrFt2 254.2 290 295 292 291 278 270 235 
Mean wind speed MPH 4 4 3 3 3 4 3 3 
Pressure drop across 
collector in. a 
35 
.32 
.35 .38 .42 .42 .27 .35 .33 
iT f ' e ( + 2 Tf'i Tamb)2/ 0.11 0.162 0.378 0.383 .241 0.241 0.172 0.126 
Efficiency 1 % 77.58 73.16 62.82 34.79 38.07 55.26 70.44 74.67 
TABLE III


TEST DATA AND RESULTS FOR SEPCO EFFICIENCY TEST


4 /12/77 1 2.. 3 
4 5. 6 7 8 
Time of starting test o1 1042 1112 1155 1230 1310 1330 
1405 
Time of ending test 1015 1047 111-7 1200 
1235 1315 1335 1410 
Mean absorber upper plate 180.0 189.5 210 226.5 230 212 195 129 
temperature OF 
Mean absorber lower plate 
temperature OF 
128.0 141.5 166 202 -204 168 144 101 
Ambient temperature OF 80.0 81 83 83 84 85 86 
86 
Mean inlet temperature IF 91.7 105.6 134.4 179.5 179.5 135.2 11-1.2 97.8 
Mean'AT across collector IF 71.6 68.6 57.6 36.5 36.6 59.2 65.2 58.5 
Mean flow rate SCFM 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 48 
Mean diffuse solar flux 2 - 48.6 49.8 52.1 
50.6 49.4 48.8 45.8 
BTU/HrFt 
Mean total solar flux2 268.6 282.8 288 
289 288.4 271 258 232.3 
BTU/HrFt 
Mean wind speed MPH 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
Pressure drop across 
ccilector in. H20 
- .07 .09 .07 .07 .08 .07 .07 
Tfe t Tfi - Tamb)/I 0.177 0.208 0.278 0.396 0.394 0.29 0.224 0.176 
Efficiency 17 % 54.14 49.13 40.6 25.3 25.82 44.37 
51.39 51.119 
TABLE III


TEST DATA AND RESULTS FOR SEPCO EFFICIENCY TEST


4/14/77 1 2 3 4 5 .6 7 8 
Time of starting test 0945 1117 1150 1245 1255 1330 1355 1425 
Time of ending test 0950 1122 1155 1250 1300 1 1335 1400 1430 
Mean absorber upper plate 175 186 200.5 228.4 223.'4 200 186 169 
temperature OF 
_ 
Mean absorber lower plate 
temperature IF 
124 148.5 167 201.2 201.2 166166 141141 126126 
Ambient temperature 0F 80.5 84 82.5 84.5 84.5 85.5 87.5 87.5 
Mean inlet temperature OF 88 107.3 130 17918 180.251 134.7 111.6 98.2 
MeanA'T across collector IF 72.35 74.9 59.45 30.93 30.26 53.0 59.8 53.7 
Mean flow rate SCFM 48.9 47.5 49.1 51.0 51.6 48.7 47.8 50.1 
Mean diffuse solar flux 
BTU/HrFt2 73.5 61.4 67.4 73.5 73.5 64.4 71.0 73. 
Mean total solar flux 250 288 288 278 280 266.5 254.0 231 
BTU/HrFt2 
Mean wind speed MPH 3 2 3 2 3 3 2 3 
Pressure drop across 
- _ _ _ 
czLlector in. H20 -4 
- -
(Tfe2 - Tamb /I 0.175 0.211 0.268 0.398 0.386 0.284 0.212 0.162 
Efficiency 7 % 59.88 52.27 42.89 24.01 23.6 41.09 47.65 49.28 
TABLE III


TEST DATA AND RESULTS FOR SEPCo EFFICIENCY TEST 
- -
-I
_ 
4/15/77 5 6 .7 8 9 10 11 12 
Time of starting,test - 947 1012 1037 1117 1148 1242 
1312 1357 
Time of ending test 953 1017 1042 1122 .1153 1247 1317 1402 
Mean absorber upper plate 
temperature OF 
135.5 150.5 173 201 201 175.5 162.5 144 
Mean absorber lower plate 
temperature OF 
106 120 144 195 194 129 -127.5 122 
Ambient temperature 0F 79 79 81 84 84 85 86 86 
Mean inlet temperature OF 901 103 127.6 180.25 181.4 130.2 110.3 
97.4 
Mean AT across collector OF 38.64 38.,8 36,06 23.5 24.73 35.75 41.1 36.4 
Mean flow rate SCFM 120.3 119.8 121.8 120.2 120.5 121.2 120.9 119.5 
Mean diffuse solar flux 
BTU/Hr-Ft 2 
57.9 59 59.9 60.2 59.9 59.2 61.8 53.9 
Mean total solar flux2 252 266.7 277.5 291 293.4 286.7 
275 241 
BTU/HrFt 
Mean wind speed MPH 3 3 3 2 2 3 4 3 
Pressure drop across 
collector in. H2 0 
- - . 
-
T f ' e + Tf'i - Tamb/1 0.12 0.163 0.233 0.371 0.374 0.220 0.163 0.123 
Efficiency 7 78.06 73.75 66.99 41.13 42.99 63.95 76.5 76.4 
,, ,, ,, 
TABLE IV


TEST DATA-AND RESULTS FOR SEPCO INCIDENT ANGLE MODIFIER TEST


ITEM 
.TEST ID 
Time of starting test 1417 1450 1515 1545 0745 0815 0845 0915 
Time of ending test 1422 1455 1520 1550 0750 0820 0850 0920 
Mean absorber upper plate 
temperature IF 
Mean absorber lower plate 
temperature OF 
Ambient temperature OF 
Mean inlet temperature OF 
129.0 
101.0 
86.0 
97.0 
156 
121 
86.5 
98.2 
149 
116 
86 
97.8 
141 
112 
86.5 
98.2 
110 
90 
66 
66 
126 
99 
70 
81.2 
145 
106 
75 
82.5 
154 
113 
74 
86 
MeanAT across collector OF 
Mean flow rate SCFM 
Mean diffuse solar fluxBTU/HrMFt2 
MeanH t 2lslrfu 
Mean total solar flux
BTU/Hr.Ft2 
59.5 
47.1 
44.6 
226 
43.85 
48 
53.7 
180 
37.8 
48.8 
46.4 
170 
29.4 
49.2 
43.4 
140.5 
28.97 
49.5 
43.5 
128.3 
39.8 
47 
47 
163.2 
50.07 
46.9 
51.7 
193.6 
59.2 
46.68 
55.7 
223.7 
Mean wind speed MPH 
Pressure drop across 
col l ec t o r in. H2 0 
(Tf,e + Tf,i ' 
2feTam b /+T 
3 
7­
_ _ _ _ _.0 7 
0.18 
3 
-
0.187 
3 
-
0.181 
3 
-
0.188 
3 
0.226 
4 
0.19 
3 
0.168 
3 
_ _ _ _ 
0.186 
Efficiency '7 % 52.47 49.48 45.92 43.5 47.3 48.5 51.35 52.28 
PHOTOGRAPHS
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPCO,_"Solron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date 4/il/71 Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 0


Collector Aperture Are-a25.52 fL2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate J SCFM


Inlet Temperature Ta. + (0 Data I.D. Number 4-- - _77--1 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 01:4, 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury)1 
. 
.7 
Ambient Temperature (IF) 
_ 50 
Mass Flow (SCFM) >___0 
Gauge Temperature (OF) 9.7U. 
AP Across Collector ("H20) ,13" ,35-

Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) _


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 14.1 1u___


Lower Plate Temperature (IF) ui


Record every one minute.during test. 
Iniet Temperature (OF) 
_ ,_ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) 4 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test'


0 AMean AT (.OF)* 3 
Mean Wind'Speed (MPH) _ 4 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I __-. 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data 
77= *CPAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* Ai(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft 2) =.-Z.r 
(AT+2) + T in Tamb] 0._ 
(Tin - I 3Tamb ) o02__
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEP 0COi'Scoron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4/V7 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. -Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Ape'rture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 120 SCFM


Inlet Temperature Ta + = Data I.D. Number 1--1-77-a


Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 
 .163 
 tST


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 7 1


Anbient Temperature (OF) , 

Mass Flow (SCFM)


Gauge Temperature (OF) 6


AP Across Collector ("H20) .3S .3r


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2) _


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) /
_--

Lower Plate Temperature (OF)


Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) Io.7


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) b.
-
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF) 42.2-

Mean 'Wind Speed (MPH)


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) LI A 
Calculate from Reduced Data 
n - iLCpAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* Am(SCFM) * AT (OF) I (BTU/Hr'Ft 2) =-7&44 
(AT+2) + Ti - Tamb] = 
(Tn Tamb ) 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO, "Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4 /-I/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


.Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00

Collector Aperture Area25.52 f_2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate- 0- SCFM 
Inlet Temperature-, L -O Data I.D. Number 4- 1-77 3 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 
_ l ltus_ 
Barometric Pressure. (inches of Mercury) : tit 
Ambient Temperature (0F)P 
Mass Flow (SCFM) I1 I 
Gauge Temperature (OF) s I3s-
AP Across Collector ("H20) .3aO ._-
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt2) -
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) ]
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) / __-__ 
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (CF) 13z,7


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) = \32, 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Reduce from Strip_ Chart after Test OF POOR QU 
Mean AT ( F) 
__,_i 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH)


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'pt 2 ), I Z_


Mean Mass'Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


)= ihCCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* mi(SCFM) * AT (OF) x(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) ­

[ (aT-2) + Tn - T " - 0 233 
(T.in- Tb) o/L 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOl.joIoon" Model EF-212, SN-002 
7Date Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 0O


Collector-Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
Mass Flow Rate jzo SCFM (Outlet) 116" 
Inlet Temperature la -I1O Data I.D. Number 4-I 7 
Record at-Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time, 12-11 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 7 z ,S 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 24 
Mass Flow (SCFM) ,t.o.t 
Gauge Temperature (0 F) 101.9... 
AP Across Collector ("H20) " .aL 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt2 ) _ 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) -[ a-
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) -
Record every one minute.during test.


i 4 4Inlet Temperature (OF) . _ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = _ 6 
Rleduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF)' 20.0


Mean Wind Speed .(MPH) 
 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I " 
-
_ __


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) L2oR01


Calculate from Reduced Data


= ihCpAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCYM) * AT (OF) i(BTU/Hr'Ft2) -34.77 
[ (AT-2) + Tin- Tamb - = 0 >'7in 
(Tin - Tamb ) - 344 
_ 
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-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO_"SolOron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 7 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou,. J. Dysart


Collector-Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 1161


Mass Flow Rate I -o SCFM


Inlet Temperature _.I- jJoo Data I.D. Number 4--1 -775-

Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local-Time 
-z_:3 12, 3Y


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury)


Ambient Temperature (OF)L


Mass Flow (SCFM)._


Gauge Temperature (OF) u _Q.


AP Across Collector ("H20) .4t_ ,

-
Diffuse Solar Flux 
 (BTU/HrFt
2 )
 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) .


Lower Plate Temperature (0F) - 4_t


Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) f1 
 
Mean *Ilet Temperature (Tin 0F) = P4., 
ORIGINAL PAGE-18 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test OF POOR QUALITY 
Mean AT' (OF)" ._. 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 2 
.Mean Solar Flux. (BTU/HrrFt 2 ), I "___ 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
____ 

Calculate from Reduced Data 

17 = CpAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) 4 I(BTU/Hr'Ft2) --3,0.ol % 

(AT-2) + Tin - Tamb] - 1,? O 

(Tin - Tamb ) - = .34 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOJ"'Soloron"_Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4/1.1/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"(Outlet) 116"1 
Mass Flow Rate 120 SCFM


Inlet Temperature j , A50 Data I.D. Number 41Vt77-
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 3ZiQ 13-

Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) Z


Ambient Temperature (0 F)


Mass Flow (SCFM)


Gauge Temperature (OF) 12.


AP Across Collector ("H20) 4L


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) _--

Upper Plate Temperature (0 F) I


Lower Plate Temperature (0 F)


Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF)


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin oF) 134.Y 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (.F)* 32o 
Mean Wind Speed .(MPH) 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2), I 
'Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) -f--

Calculate from Reduced Data 
77 =.i CpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* f(SCFM) * AT (OF) + I(BTU/HrFt 2 )= ttat.% 
L(AT+2) + Tin - Tamb ] I JQ­
(T- n - Tamb) = O 
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.-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCQOj'soLoron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4//1/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers' J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Atea25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" (Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate )2_0 SCFM 
Inlet Temperature 'Ta -fzS_ Data I.D. Number 4-U177i-? 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 13:,' 3 
BarometricPressure (inches of Mercury) 2.7-3 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 
Mass Flow (SCFM .>10.4I 
Gauge Temperature (0F) 113 
AP Aciross Collector ("H20) -3, .3r___ 
'
 Diffuse Solar Fluxi (BTU/Hr
'Ft2 ) _ 
Upper Plate Temperature (IF) - 1 _ 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) 1 __"__ 
Record every one minute during test. 
Inlet Temirature (OF). I _L 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) = 1I,3 
Reduce -from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF) 3711 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) -
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I -7 o 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calcula-te-from Reduced Data


' = ];ACpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCEM) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/HrFt 2) =. 7t4 
[ (AT-2) + Tin Tam] I 
(Tin - Ta ) 47 
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-TEST RESULTS

Collector Identification. SEPCO Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date- 4 t/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate Io SCFM


Inlet Temperature 7L +10 Data I.D. Number 4-I 1-7-

Record at Start and Finish-of Test


Start Finish


o' 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 4-72-
Ambient Temperature (OF) k 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 121- .3 
Gauge Temperature (OF) 1 0 
AP Across Collector ("H0) .33 
Local Time ;S:4_:tO__
-Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU7Hr'Ft2) --
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) - /5-0 147 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) . 1/1 _ 
Record every--one minute during test;


Inlet Temperature (0F) _7.S


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin-0F) = _ 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Reduce from Strip Chart 'after Test OP POOR QUALITY 
Mean AT (OF)*


Mean Wind Speed .(MPH) -

Mean Solar Flux -(BTU/Hr-Ft 2 ), 1 3-S 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) i.


Calculate from Reduced Data


'7 AdptT/Q*A= 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (0 F) - I(BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) -/4,t7 %


[ (AT-2) +'. in - Tamb ]  =


(Tin - Tamb ) I t4
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPCO, "Solron" Model EF-212. SN-002


'Date 4/P-/7.2 Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou. J. Dysart 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate 41 SCFM


Inlet Temperature _ -rio Data I.D. Number _--_______-_


Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time ' aL (o:i3 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 
 __2__2. 
Ambient. Temperature (OF) g 
' -4.Mass Flow (SCFM) 

Gauge Tempe'rature ( 0 F) 'B. 
AP Across Collector ("H0) - -
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU7Hr'Ft2 ) 4s4Z 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) %-
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) I 
Record every one minute during test. 
inlet Temperature (OF) -7 
Mean Inlet',Teperature (Tin ) = 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


MeanrArT (OF)' . 
Mean Wind'Speed (MPH) 2 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate.from Reduced Data


" 
=7'1TCpAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) ' I(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) -67L % 
(AT-.2) + Tin T ) = o,'77 
(Tin - T ) ' I = 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCqOSoloon"4Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4-I2-/7 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector-Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate 4R SCFM


Inlet Temperature 1Tb -2 - Data I.D. Number _-_______


Record at Start and Finish of Test


Stirt Finish


Local Time D --42 j0:____ 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) Y, 71 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 1P.I 
Mass Flow (SCFM). 4 a 
Gauge Temperature (OF) toy0-
AP Across Collector {"H20) 107 .0 
Diffuse Solar Flux-(BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) -4-,7T-
Upper Plate Temperature (OF) fo70 
Lower Plate Temperature (°F) l /IQ -
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (0 F) LOS-.C


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = O I.G0PGORIGINAL PAGE IS­
. OF POOR QUALIY" 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test 
MNean. AT (OF)'


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3


'Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), x "z


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)_


Calculate from Reduced Data


A2C pAT/Qt*A 0.0423* An(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr*Ft 2 ) =-g. 
(AT -2) .+ Tin - . ] 
(Tin - Ta = 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPcqO Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 
___/___ Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou, J. Dvsart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


CollectorAperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116" 
Mass--Flow Rate 4? SCFM 
Inlet Temperature 1,#& S- Data I.D.+ Number 
_--_­
_7-_ 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time It:#L /LI"


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) zar


Ambient Temperature (?F) 0%1 ?3


Mass Flow (SCFM) 46A q91
Gauge Temperature (OF) 
__0 110 
-AP,Acrqss Cp1lector ("H20) .k ,A 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 47: 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 210 ___1_ 
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) 146 it-

Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) ___ 147 ( 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = 34.,


Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


ORIGINAL PAGE % 
Mean AT (F)' -2 - OF POOR QUALIY 
Mean Wind'Speed (MPH) _ 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 2 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data


7=C AT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (0 F) + I (BTU/Hr-Ft2) = -
2 
_ __--_I(AT'r2) -t T? -ab
 T 
(Tin T Tamb) ;I= C (& 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCQOj"Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4 1?/ Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou._J. Dysart 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" (Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 42 SCFM


Inlet Temperature- T-m,$ -Hoo Data I.D. Number 4---?--

Record at Start and Finish-of Test


Start Finish


Local 'Time 0 Ia:00 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury)' 7 oz73 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 93 P3 
Mass Flow (SCFM)
Gauge Temperature (OF) 
__Q _1" 
AP Across Collector ("H 0) 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTUHr-Ft2 ) S l 
Upper Plate Temperature (IF)
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) - _---­
_ L 
Record every one minute-during test.


Inlet Temperature (0F) 12,5-_


Mean-Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) L7_Y


Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT, (ot -
- 3&


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate fxom Reduced Data 
u PC * AT (OF) I (BTU/Hr-Ft2) =.%5,3AT/Qt*A 0.0423* A-(SCFM) 
(AT-2) + Tn - Tamb] 
(Tin - Ta=ib) I 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO,loloron' Model EF-212,. SN-002


Date - Test Identification.4- /77 Efficiency Test 

Observers. J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector 'Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 49 SCFM


Inlet Temperature Th 41o Data I.D. Number 41-t7--
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time - (2.3V __:_


Batometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) Z7lfl7


Ambiient Temperature (0F) 4


Mass Flow, (SCFM)4 
_


Gauge Temperature (0F) 
_4_£


AP Across Collector ("H20] -

Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 )


Upper Plate Temperature (OF) 2 2~o


Lower Plate Temperature (0F) 
_


Record 'every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) Ja 
____ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = - 1___-
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT -(OF)'


Mean Wind: Speed (MPH) 
_


-Mean Solar-'Flux (BTU/Hr-pt 2 ), I


Mean Mass-Flow (SCFM) .


Calculate from Reduced Data


q r="fiCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* m(SCFM) * AT (OF) $ I(BTU/Hr.Ft2) =.2$ 
(AT-2) + T - Tamb] = 
Tin Tab)5
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2 
-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification, SEPCO._"Soloron" Model EF-212. SN-002


' 
 Date ' Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiouj J. "Dyfsart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 0


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"

~(Outlet) 116"1


Mass Flow Rate, 4F SCFM


inlet 'Temperature a ---0. Data I.D. Number 4-i2-77hG 
Record at Start arid Finish of Test
 

Start Finish


Local Time 13"lo J3 1r 
Harometrid Pressure (inches of Merdury) 21. Z%?o 
Ambient Temperature (OF) g 
4yD
Mass "Plow (SCFM)

Gauge Temperature (0F) 
-
141 
AP Across Collector ("H20) oO 
-Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2) ____F 
-
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) Z, _
Z11

Lower Plate Temperature (0F) A Ji-
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (0F) 13r> _ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = ,2 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 

Reduce from StripChart after Test OF POOR QUALT 

-
Mean AT (OF). -7, 
Mean Wind'Speed (MPH) 3 
Mean Solar Flux '(BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I Zh7L 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data


7 =c PATIQt*A = 0.0423* *(SCFM) * AT (0 F) - I(BTU/Hr--Ft2) = 4.7 
(AT-2) + T - Tamb] I _ 
(Tin -Tam b) " 
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-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOl"Soloron" Model EF-212,.SN-002


Date -/?77' Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 2,70 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116


Mass Flow Rate 4 SCEM'


Inlet Temperature + -7 Data I.D. Number 4--I ~77-7 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 13:.30 -3


Barometric Pressure (inches Of Mercury) ;q, 6


Ambient Temperature (0F) 3;6


Mass Flow (SCFM) 4- 4


Gauge Temperature (OF) I


AP' Across Collector ("H20)


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2) 441


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) Osl


Lower Plate Temperature (0F) 4L4 /94


.Record every one minute.during test.
 

Inlet Temperature (OF) ///.2-
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) = I 1. t-
Reduce from.Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT, (0 F)" --

M6ah Wind Speed (MPH)


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt 2 ), I ZS-

Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


= CAT/Qt*A = 0.0423* in(SCFM) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/HrFt2) ./.7 
E (AT-2) + Tin - Tamb I 
(Tin - Tamb ) .
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-TEST RESULTS


collector Identification SEPCQJ' So loran" Mvodel 	 EF-212, SN-002


Date - /-t/il Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou. J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"
(Outlet) list, 
SCFM

-4k 
Mass Flow Rate 	 
-
Inlet Temperature Tm.+1h DaTa I.D. Number 4-I 7


Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 	 14. IL__I_

Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 	 2

Ambient Temperature (OF) . .-... _

Mass Flow (SCFM) 	 X

Gauge Temperature (OF) 1 _-
AP Across Collector ("H20) 0:7-
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) 46d 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) j4,4_ 
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) 
Record every one minute,during test.


Inlet Temperature (0 F) 27P 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) 72_2-K

Reduce from Strip Chart after Test 	 ORIGINAL PAGE IS


OF POOR QUALMTV
Mean AT (OF)" 	 .7S 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 

Mean Solar Flux (BTU/H'rFt 2 ), x 

Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 	 4T 

Calculate from Reduced Data


=7ACpAT/Qt*A 0.0423*- r(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) -.. //S % 
[ .(T-2),+ F - tamb] ­n 
 
(Tin b )		 -am
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPC,"Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date 4/1z/7 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test 
"Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116" 

Mass Flow Rate 4 SCFM
_

Inlet Temperature T-tjb + I 0 Data I.D. Number 4-'77 

Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


-Local Time I (47 14:: 
Baromettic Pressure (inches of Mercury) a , 
Ambient Temperature ('IF) -0'6 61C 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 47 47, 

Gauge Temperature (OF) 
__1 ('S 

AP Across Collector ("H 0) .o, 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt2) 
____ 4413 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 1 _ 
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) lot ;o I 
Record every one-minute during test.-
Inlet Temperature (0F) j?,o 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) -- 22_


Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF) S-,


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I "


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 47,I


Calculate from Reduced Data


-- CpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (0 F) " I(BT/HrFt 2 ) 
(AT-2) + Ti Tamb ]  I = 
(-Tin -- 6_ = ,_4Tim] " 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO,"oloron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date /Test Identification Efficienof Test


Observers .J.chiou J. Dart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


'Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"

(Outlet) 116"


SCFM


Mass Flow 'Rate 
 
Inlet Temperature 7A 410' Data I.D. Number 4- I4-11- I 
.Record at St-art'and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 04_.-____


Barometric 'Pressure (inches of Mercury),


Ambient Temperature (0F) 
_.-- _.__


Mass Flow (SCFM) 4A 4J/
Gauge Temperature (0F). ?. ?o.


AP Across Coilebtor ("H2 0)


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 )Y 7 _7_:


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) - /7C

I -
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) I -3 
Record every one minute during test.


Iblet Temperature (OF) l 
Mean Inlet Temperature '(Tin. OF) = 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


r l6ORIGINAL PAGET (dF)"p e_.Meanean Wind Speed (MPH)- . - ORQULT
-7 1 POOR QUALITY 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I


Mean Mass'Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


77 = The *A = 0.0423* * AT (OF) t I (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) =-7 %k/ A(SCFM) %__p t 
(-ATr2) + Tn - Tamb ]3n 
(T in -Tam b ) 5 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO. "Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date 4 V#77 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers 3J. Chiou, J. DVsart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"
(Outlet) 116"1 
Mass Flow Rate SCFM 
Inlet Temperature Ehb + Data I.D. Number 4--C'77a1 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 11. 3_12-
Barometric Pressure (inches of,Mercury) ( ZT4 
Ambient Temperature (0F) 
-
Mass Flow (SCFM) 4 ,--
Gauge Temperature (OF) /1 //, 
AP Across Collector ("H20) 
-
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) Ali 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F)2 
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) 
Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet'Temperature (IF) (0-b.$


Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) = -_,1 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF)'__L


Mean Wind Speed (MPH)
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) .47.5 
Calculate from Reduced Data


I7 ThCpdT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/HrFt 2)-=..27 
1 (AT-2) + T - Tamb] -0. 
(Tin - Tamb ) = 
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPCOQ, qLoron" ModelEF-212, SN-002


Date /7 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle '270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


'Mass Flow Rate 4 SCFM


Inlet Temperature -a.6 4-1 Data I.D. Number 4_4--J7-3 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 
__I_:_ 
-Barometric Pressure (inches.of Mercury) 
Ambient Temperature (0F) A__ A 
Mass Flow'(SCFM) qj...


Gauge Temperature (OF) . i3&


AP Across Collector.("H2 0)


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) (A2 __


Upper Plate Temperature (OF)' 
 
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) 
_ __


Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (0F) o._ -
_ 
Mean In let -Temperature (Tin OF) 3o. 
ORIGINAL PAGE ]
OF POOR QUAGEUReduce from Strip Chart after Test 
 
Mean AT (OF),. ___ 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 )-, I 81 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


7 = mtnT/Qt*A = 0.0423* n(SCFM) * AT (OF) I (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) =-42% 
[ (AT 2) +- Tin - Tamb] 2 
(Tin - Tamb ) .@ I o 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCO_"Soloron" ModeJ EP-212 .SN-002 
Date --- 77 Test Identification__ Efficiency Test


Observers J. ChiouJyrt D"


Collector Tilt Angle _ 27* Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 16
' SCFM
Mass Flow Rate 
 
Inlet Temperature at -/0 Data I.D. Number 4--1q-77 
Record at Start and Finish-of Test


Start Finish


Local Time )ft4S 
 _Z_,"
 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) xZt. . I 

Ambient Temperature (0F) 1 - ,


Mass Flow (SCFM) .zL


Gauge Temperature (0F)


AP Across Collector ("H20) ,-

Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr*Ft2 ) 23 7.


Upper Plate Temperature (OF) :i_ 
 ___Z__ 
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) ._3,s.L[i-

Record every one minute-during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) (7YJ _ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) 17 2, 
Reduce from Strip Chart after-Test


Me anjA T. (0'F)
Mean Wind Speed .(MPH) 2 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data


7= liCpT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) - O­1 %
 

[ (AT.2) + T in Tamb] -i = o 
(Tin - Tamb) I= 0 3 
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-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification._SEP__, Soloron" Model EF-212. SN-002


Date '/ 1/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiouj, J.Dysart 
° 
 Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 9- SCFM


Inlet Temperature TaA -f (00 Data I.D. Number 4-1 't 77-5 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 1L- 13'o0,ST
 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 2 ____


Ambient Temperature (°'F) __29 y


Mass Flow (SCFM) __ RZ


Gauge Temperature (OF) )


AP Across Collector ("H2 0) ,
 

Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) l u 78.


Upper Plate Temperature (OF) -,


Lower Plate Temperature (OF) jf f


Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) f:}. -
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = __-

Reduce from Strip Chart after Test ORIGINALPAGE1 
Mean AT (OF)* 302 OFTOOR QUAIT


Mean Wind Speed (MPH-) 3


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I 4D.


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


= TpAT/Qt*A = 0.0423*A(SCFM) * AT (OF) + I(BTU/Hr'Ft2 = - - % 
(AT 2) + Tin - Tamb] = v___ 
.(Tin - Tamb ) I, 3 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPC0,_"Soloron Model EF-212, SN-002


Date 4-!/) Test Identification Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


°


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 0


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector 
 (Outlet)
(Inlet) 61"
42 SCFM 116"
 
Mass Flow Rate 
Inlet Temperature iF 4-jt Data I.D. Number 4-17T 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time . ____13 

Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _ _ 
Ambient Temperature (OF) .I. 
Mass Flow (SCFM) u 
Gauge Temperature (0 F) 1 
AP Across Collector ("H 2 0) -
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 6 e4, 
Upper Plate Temperature (0 F) -
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) (6C 
Record every one minute during test. 
Inlet Temperature (tF) I ___ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) = 37,


Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


ieani 6T (,P.F) 3.__ 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 5 
Mean Solar Flux C(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I " --
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) A&_u-. 
Calculate from Reduced Data 
=7f= CpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* d(SCFM) * AT (OF) m I (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) ="44o 
(AT2) + T. Ta ] +I 
(Tin - Tamb ) = 0 1 
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-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPC_ "fl'SolOron"
Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date_4-14/7 Test Identification Efficiency Test 
Observers J. Chiou J. Sart t 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116"
SCFM(ol)i1

_ 
Mass Flow Rate 
 
Inlet Temperature __ _____ Data I.D. Number 4-LP277-
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 
_ ___o_ 
Barometric Pressure (inches' of Mercury)' u L/ 
Ambient Temperature (0 F) 
______ 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 4(L7,7 
Gauge Temperature (0F) /_Jr/_ 
AP Across 'Collector ("H20) ____-
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) . 
Upper Plate Temperature (OF) / /9-9 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) I/ /1 
Record every one minute.during tekt.
 

Inlet Temperature ( 0 F) J-
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) Il/ic 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
Mean AT (OF)' OJ 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) - z 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I "2--
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 47.-, 
Calculate from Reduced Data


7 .Cp AT/Qt*A = 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT ( 0 F) .i(BTU/F-Ft 2 ) 4 7/6 % 
(AT-2) + Tn - Tab I 
(Tn - Ta,,) 0-0. ' 
TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOj "Soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date /21 Test Identification
-/i
 Efficiency Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


42 (Outlet) 116"SCFM
Mass Flow Rate 
 
_Inlet Temperature Data I.D. Number --I/o W--__-__-

Record at Start and Finish-of Test


Start Finish


Local Time J_. a 14__,___ 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) Z77 4,36 
Ambient Temperature (0F) k.r


Mass Flow (SCFM) _._-._


Gauge Temperature (OF)

AP Across Collector ("H20) _ __


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2) 3.


Upper Plate Temperature (0F)


Lower Plate Temperature (0F) _


Record every one minute. during test.-
Inlet Temperature (OF) o .... 
Mean Inlet T.emperature (Tin 0F) I. 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test __ UW 
Mean AT (OF)' ()OR QlNIY0 OO 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow ZSCFM) __ 
Calculate from Reduced Data 
77 = AiCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft2) =4Th S% 
[ (AT-2) + Tin - TaibI 
(Tin - Tamb ) I = '-) 
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TEST RESULTS
 

Collector Identification SEPCQ_"SolQron" Model EF-212. SN-002 
Date _-/_ Test Identification-
 T'6IL Cotq-C- Tr-l 
Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart

Collector Tilt Angle 250 Collector Azimuth Angle 
 0


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"Mass Flow Hate __


Inlet Temperature 114 *10 Data I.D. Number 4-14-7-
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish 
Local Time 1 3 u 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 
Ambient Temperature (OF)1 
Mass Flow (SCFM)
Gauge Temperature (OF) 
---0 
1t 
S-0 
_ _ 
AP Across Collector ("H20) 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 
o 0-7 
L_____ 
ilkL 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) 1 
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) 2.- ._ _ 
 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) =7 
Reduce Strip after Test


Mean AT r(0 F) 57 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 23 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 23 _ 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 4 -_?,5 
Calculate from Reduced Data


AT ( 0F) Q(BTU/HrFt 2
* ­= 1CpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* f'(SCFM) 
[ (AT-2) + Tin - Tamb] Q 
(Tin - Tamb) Q = 
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPcOq,"sol-oron" Model EF-212, SN-002 -
Date_ '/qL$1 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test 
Observers J. Chiou', J. Dysart


°

Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 0


2
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"

(outlet) 116"1 
Mass Flow Rate 4-P SCFM 
Inlet Temperature -Fa I Data I.D.*Number. -iOo-
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 14v __: 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _-_4__3_ 
Ambient Temperature (0F) X,___ 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 
_ i 
Gauge Temperature (IF) 4 
AP Across Collector ("H20) --
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 't-1,_( XL<-
Upper Plate Temperature (OF) 
__-7 __


Lower Plate Temperature (0F) - iz-

Record every one minute.during test. 
Inlet Temperature (OF.) 2R2.-
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F)


Reduce from Strip Chart after Test ORIGINAL PAGEI


Mean AT (OF) 43 OF POOR QUALM 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) -
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) , r -
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
___ 
Calculate from Reduced Data 
= TCPAT/Qt*A 0.0423* mi(SCFM) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/Hr'Ft2) % 
[ (AT.-2) + Tin -Tam b ] - I = /'7


(Tin - Tamb) :i=I' _o6 
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' TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification___PCO_"Soloron"NMoel EF-212,. SN-002


Date 4//q/71 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test 
Obseryers J. Chiou2 J. Dvsart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 4 SCFM


Inlet Temperature -qb +I Data I.D. Number. -I 
Record at Start and Finish of Test
 

Start Finish


Local Time 
_s-:l -

Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _7.3A


Ambient Temperature (IF) rb


Mass Flow (SCFM) 4S.'


Gauge Temperature (OF) t i


AP Across Collector ("H20) 
__ --

Diffuse Solar Flux (BiU/Hr-Ft2) 4--.,.


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) i5-o /_


Lower Plate Temperature (OF)


Record every one minute.during test.-
Inlet Temperature (*F)- U -
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) = 7? 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF) 3?.


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) -

Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I .17v


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) _._


Calculate from Reduced Data


27= uicpT/Qt*A = 0.0423* Tn(SCFM) * AT (OF) ICBTU/Hr'Ft2 ) =- .t % 
[ (AT.2) + Tin - Tamb'] I D 
(T in - - 1'T t f= 7 
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TEST RESULTS 
Collector Identification SEPCO_. "Soloron"_Model EF-212. SN-002


Date- 4 4/77 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test


Observers J. Chiou,'J. Dvsart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52"ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"
(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate 4P SCFM 
Inlet Temperature _-c4 + 1o _ Data I.D. Number. 4 14-7712 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish 
Local Time I 5-4s- /S-- S_ 
Barometric Piessure 
Ambient Temperature 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 
(inches of Mercu 
(OF) 
ry) 
Gauge Temperature (OF) 
AP Across Collector ("H20) 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) 
1 
'S 
1 
_ 
4 
143 
____3 
4tt. 
-­
46,4_ 
140 
Ij/l 
Record every one minute during test.

Inlet Temperature (OF)

Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin ) = 
Reduce, ftpm Strip Chart after Test

Mean, AT (F)' 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 
Meon Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
x 
2)

3

110,-

__l-

Calculate from Reduced Data

7=-CpAT/Qt*A= 0.0423* T(SCFM) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) =­ ­
1 (AT-2) + Tin - Tamb]. - I =0, g, 
(Tin- Tamb) I= o.o?3 
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TEST RESU]LTS 
Collector Identification SEPCO _"So1oron" Model EF-2_12. SN-002


Date 4/75-/7 7 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test 
Observers J- Ch-i-ou J-. Dvs'art------
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth An.gle 
 00 
Collector Aperture Area 25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 4 SCFM


Inlet Temperature - __,Data I.D. Number 4-iS-7 -
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time 0 7+/Sr o7S:l


Barometric Pressure (inches'of Mercury) C


Ambient Temperature ( 0 F) 
 -__C_( 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 4?,


Gauge Temperature (0 F) 7-7 
_ 
_AP Across Collector ("H 2 0) 
 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) .5- 4_._-_ 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) i o-7 ji3 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) T0 
Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature ( 0 F) _ _ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0 F) = 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


ORIGINAL PAGEIMean AT ( 0F) 2.91 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3 OF POOR QUAITYI


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'pt2 ) , I _L±


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) _


Calculate from Reduced Data


-
7 = JCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* Ad(SCFM) *AT (-F) -I(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) -7.3 % 
I (4T-2) + Tin -Tamb] -I ___ 
(Ti -Tamb) -In 
70 
TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOQ_ "_Soloron"Model EF-212. SN-002


Date__ /5/77 Test Identification Incident Angle Modifier Test


Observers J. Chiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 4 SCFM


Inlet Temperature -6tk__ 4' 1 Data I.D. Number- 4-15-'77-z 
Record at .tert and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time _QR15- 0. 20 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) *_____ 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 7070


Mass Flow (SCFM) '4 
47"

Gauge Temperature ( 6 F) K 
AP Ac oss Collector ("H20) 
--- --
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) 4-7 
Upper Plate Temperature (tF) .. Sz & 
Lower Plate Temperature (OF) 
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (0F) ? a 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin oF) = _, 2


Redu6e from,Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT (OF) 
___


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) .4


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I


Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


77 = TCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr-Ft2) .. s 
[ (AT.2) + T. - Tamb] I = 0,7 
(Tin - Tamb ) -*1 o0 0 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPC09'SolOron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date /3771- Test identification Incident Angle Modifier Test


Observers.... Chiou J._ Dysart 

Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 

Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate 
_ _ SCFM 
Inlet Temperature -b6 +10 Data :I.D. Number 4-) 
Record at Start and Finish of Test
 

Start Finish


Local Time o 8 R.o -t-0 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 4 
Ambient Temperature (0F) -7t 75 
Mass Flow (SCFM) V 

Gauge Temperature (OF) 23 

AP Across Collector ("H 2 0) - --
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr*Ft2 ) .7t-J 

Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 4-_,_ 

Lower Plate Temperature (OF) 

Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature.(0 F) '-_ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0F) - - 15-
Reduce___ from S trip Chart atfter Test 
Mean AT (OF) -0,7 OF POOR.QUALITY 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH)' 3 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I _3 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data


m71CpATQt*A 0.0423* m(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) ­
(AdT-2) + Tin - Ta b] -I 0. 168 
=(Ti-r Tamb) - I O. 0 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPO "So-loron"_Model EF-212. 8N002


Date /n --Test Identification_ \tJJevi- S 
bsar'ers _>JChiou, J. Dysart


Collector Tilt Angle 250 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector '(Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate _ -
Inlet Temperature Ta- - i Data 1.D. Number 4-iS--7-4


Record at Ssart and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury)
Nass Flow (SCFM) 01 b 2O 
Ambient Temperature (0F) 
Gauge Temperature (OF) a i t 
AP Across Collector ("11H20) 
-
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) s-r.7 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 
_5.3" 
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) /13 
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) 2 4_ 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin 0 F) -- _ 
ORIGIRAL PAGE ISReduce from Strip Chart after Tet 
 OV POOR QUALITY 
Mean AT (OF)

Mean Wind. Speed (MPH) 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt2)


Mean-Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


)7 = liCpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) - Q(BTU/HrFt2) - SQ. > F 
(AT?2) + Ti - Tamb] -Q- o=In 
(Ti - Tamb) Qot
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCOQ_'Sol oron" Mdel EF-2,12, SN-002 
Date 4/I-/77 Test Identification Efficiency Test 
servers ..... 3. Chiou. J. fDysart 
Collector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate )2-o SCFM 
Inlet Temperature - 17a4 11 Data I.D. Number 4- 1!7--77-S_-
Record at 5thtt and Finish of Test


Start Finish


o:s3 
 
Barometric Pressure (inche's of.Mercury) =04j


Local Time 

Ambient Temperat-ure (OF) 1. 2 
Mass Flow (SCFM) 13 ____. 
Gauge Temperature (OF) 2t. 
AP Across Collector ("H20) _ __ 
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2) i . 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) S (3C 
Lower P.late Temperatue (OF) 0f_--_­

Record-'very.one minute during test. -
Inlet Temperature (0F) 7v. I


Mean. Tnlet Temperature (Tin OFI0r)
 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test 
Mean AT (OF)' 3P6 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) :S 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I S-_ 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


AT (OF) + I(BTU/HrFt2)

=7I1Cp6T/Qt*A '0.0423*A(SCFM) * 
(,T-2) +. T. TambJ -1 = in


(Tin = 6 
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCjO_"Soloron" Model EF-212,. SN-002


Date 7/5/71 Test Identification Efficiency Test


It_ - _ 
 ysart
j_ __ ' r 

0


Colcetor Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle D 
Collector Aperture Area2_552 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate |2.o SCFM


-
 T4 5Inle Temci'.ature. +T _ Data I.D. Number -7S-77
 
Record at Start and Finish-of Test SF
Start Finish 
_ 
o.
Local Time 2-  
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 4__


Ambient Temperature (IF) 7


Mass Flow (SCFM) - /1 ii7.


Gauq, Temperature (OF) lo4-
AP Across Collector ("H20)


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 ) 
Upper Plate Temperature (0F) , s 
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) _f2 
Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (0F) /o3. 
Mean Inlet Temperature (Tin OF) 1'03. 
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test OR1G00' (3X


Mean AT ( 0 F)" 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3


Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) aid 
Calculate from Reduced Data


'2 ii CpAT/Qt*A 0.0423* A(SCFM) * AT (OF) I(BTU/Hr'Ft2) -73.7 
" (AT-2-) + Tin - Tamb ) " 
JTin - Tamb ) 4-' = o .
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-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPC(O "Soloron-"_Model EF-22, SN-O2


Data A4 j1fl3 Test Identifi-ca-ti-on Efficiency 'Test

C'-eerk,. J. Chiouj J. Dysart

Colector Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61"
(Outlet) 116" 

Mass Flow Rate _oL SCFM 
Inlet Temperature La__rt Data I.D. Number -/--72-7


Recoid at tc rt and Finish of Test 
Start Finish 
Local Time 16-4


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) .7- 0.4U


Ambient Temperature (0F) 2fr.


Mass Flow (SCFM) J2-I,,' 
Gauge Temperature (IF) 1.


AP Across Collector ("H20)


Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft2 )


Upper Plate Temperature (0F) 1 17.


it
e_
Lower Plate Temperature (IF) 14,
Record every one minute during test. 

Inlet Temperature (0F) 7 
MeanI In-et Temperature (Tin 0 F) -
Reduce from Strip Chart after Test


Mean :AT (OF)


Mean Wind Speed (MPH) 3 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ), I ,77.5" 

Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) ,3J._, 

Calculate from Reduced,Data 

-U - fCAT/Ot*A 0.0423* ddSCFiM) * AT '(F) S t(BTU/Hr F t2 ) 
I (AT-2) + T. Tamb ] - _ 33 iln


(Tin - Tamb )  I=
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TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification. SEPCO_"So loron" Model EF-212, SN-002


Date ___ ?_Test Identification Efficiency Test 
.i" rs j. Chiou_ J. Drysart 
Coi h:tor Tilt Anale 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" (Outlet) 116" 
Mass Flow Rate .2- SCFM 
tn[ct Th.perature TOIL Data ID. Number _____-______ 
Record at Start and Finish of Test


Start Finish


Local Time / (. '-

Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _


Aimbient Temperature (OF) . L


Mass Flow (SCFM) .J0.- l>* 
Gauge Temperature ( 0 F) _] _l 
AP Across Collector ("H20) -
Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft2 ) -,Z5 ___


Upper Plate Temperature (0OF)


Lower Plate -Temperature (OF) /?S _Y


Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) gjY-

Mean Tnlet Temperature (Tin 0 F) = 
Reduce from-Strip Chart after Test 
ORIGINAL PAGESA (oF) OF POO, QUAUIV 
Mean Wind Speed (MPH)' __


Mean Solar -Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM) 
Calculate from Reduced Data


77 ACpT/Qt*A 0.0423* L(SCFM) * AT ( 0 F) 4 x(BTU/Hr'Ft 2) 41.13 % 

[ (ATt2) + T in Tamb ] -= v, 

(T.~ - Tab 1. = 0 3 
in 
77


-TEST RESULTS


Collector Identification SEPCQ._.SojOron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
Date 4 / Test Idenitif-icat-on_ -Ef-fic-i6ncy- Test 
.--. D" :, .:s ,-. Ch _iou , J. sart. 
Collcct1or Tilt ngle 27* Collector Azimuth Angle 0 
Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 lHiyht of Collector (Inlet) 61"(Outlet) 116"


Mass Flow Rate 11o SCFM


inlet Tc.pe.ature Ea6,b +10b - Data I.D. Number 4 -5-77 
Pecord at Start and Finish of Test 
Start Finish


Local Time 1: ___/:


Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) 
_


Amnbient Temperature (OF) 
Mass Flow (SCFM) ]_____


Gauge Temperature (OF) k


AP Across Collector ("H20) 
_ --

Diffuse Solar Flux (BTU/HrFt2 ) L


Upper Plate Temperature (OF) as.


Lower Plate Temperature (OF)


Record every one minute during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) I-),q ____ ___ 
Mean Inlet Tempera'ture (Tin OF)


Reauce' tr.om Strip Chart after Test


Mean AT." (0 F) -4.73 
'lean Wind Speed (MPH) _ 
Mean Solar Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mass Flow (SCFM)


Calculate from Reduced Data


-- pT/Qt*A = 0.0423* rf(SCFM) * AT (OF) -(BTU/Hr'Ft 2) =-4.-,? % 
[ (AT2) + Ti - Tamb] 0 3= 
in - Tamb ) - I= ­
7J


TEST RESULTS 

Co Iec-cr Identificat.ion SEPCO-_"Soloron"_ Model EF-212, SN-002 
-/15 Test Identification Efficiency Test


:- "" .,-2 Tl._ysart 
Col", t.r Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Collector Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Ho'ight of Collector (Inlet) 61"


(outlet) 116"


as Flow Fale SCFM


", 'e ,. - -u Data I.D. Number 4--IS--T f 
o T~d r 4 tL and Finish of Test 
Start Finish 
Local T me I2: 4 Z<" 
2-' 3_,5-
Barometric Piessure (inches of Mercury) 

Ambient Temperature (OF) "_____


Mass Flow (SCPM) I


',acge Temperature (F) __43-k_ 72.


ATp AC.oL os C'2 ectcor ("H 2 0) -- --

DOjfuse Solai Flux (BTU/Hr'Ft 2 ) j


Upper Plate Temperature (OF) "y.


Lower Plate Temperature (OF)


Record every one minute during test. 
Inlet Temperature (0F) LL -___ 
,Mcan Tnh'ot Temperature (Tin 0 F) - )3, -L 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS


Rediuce i-omn Strip Char afe etPOOR QUALITY


Mean 6T (0 F) 
Mean Wind ,Speed (MPH) 
,Mean -Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft 2 ), I 
Mean Mag,;' Flow (SCFM) _ 
Calcul te fr in Reduced Data 
-r ihc;A/Ot4A 0.0423" ff(SCV'M) * AT (OF) - I(BTU/Hr Ft 2 ) -3, s 
(6'T2) + T. - 0 ,'o
 
"i "in . - = . -­
Tamb]
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TEST RESULTS


(hilecto§ ITentification SEPCO. "Soloron" Model EF-212 SN-002


"e/1/ /7--/ Test Identification Efficiency Test


- -- > . , J Dzsart_ ... .... 
CI ....... ,le 2 Collector Azimuth Angle 00


Col lector Aperture-Area25.52 ft2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116" 
~>s. $>v;**X' f20 SCFM 
-

--4ez Data I.D. Number 4S----7-71 
'E.-t. L and Finish of Test 
Start Finish


Loca tTime \>:12- l 
Barometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _____ 
Ainbient Temperature '(OF)


MaIss Fl ow (-SCYM) I__


ae4±g Piuar3£ure (0 F) .Il_ _l 
AP, Actoss ,JL9cztor ("H2G) 
Lff-use ScdL Flux (B'U/Hr-Ft2 ) 7k S 
 
Upper PIlate Te(imperature (0F) _163- L


Lower Plate Temperature (0 F) tz7


Record every one minute.during test.


Inlet Tempe,rature (0 F) u, .,


Mcsn Inlet TcipTr-ature (Tin F) I 10 
- rinSt:tio Chart after Test 
c-a'n AT F') 4-1.1 
d!aPn ,'in d Speed (MPH) 
'lean Solar Flux- (BTU/Hr*Ft 2 ), I xf­
:'ein' va;: Flcw (SCFM) _ 
Ca]cu]aie rrom Reduced Data 
- W-PT/QtA 0.0423* A(SC"M) * AT (OF) I (BTU/HrFt2) 
;:~~ ~ amb]-I-- .1].,''T2 
 
7T'" "- "- Ip~ ' 4L 
In an . . 
An 
TEST RESULTS


>,12r] t:twor Identification SEPCQ_,"__soloron" Model EF-212, SN-002 
4"/ -/-7_Test
Identification-- Efficiency Test


- ' C 1iou4, J.__Dysart __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
I,t Tilt Angle 270 Collector Azimuth Angle 00 
t-o]leclor Aperture Area25.52 ft 2 Height of Collector (Inlet) 61" 
(Outlet) 116"


a;s Flow Rate Z SCFM


r' ."- -r':p,;.ature l Data I.D. Number _ -___ 7 1_ 
", ccor.1 ,l, SttL and Finish of Test


Start Finish


l-ocal Time iI'S' 
Ba rometric Pressure (inches of Mercury) _ _ ,a 
Ambient Temperature (OF) 
__ -C 
.M '-s Flow (SCFM) 
_______ 
,anwe rell)f rature ( 0 F)
AP A 1 o'ss CollecLor ("$20) 2)
Dilluse Solar Flux (BTU/Hr-Ft 2 ) 
_ _-. 
Upper Plate Temperature ( 0 F) /3__-
Lower Plate Temperature (0F) j 3 
Record-every one minute.during test.


Inlet Temperature (OF) 77,4 
Me'An Tilet. Temperature (Tin 0F) = -7, 
ORIxsm_ PAGE 
,h.Th,- rrom Sip-iL Chart after Test OP POO Q GEIS 
,,cn-.T(.F) . 6 QUAuy 
,lean Wind Speed .(MPH) -3 
Mean Solar, Flux .(B'U/HrFt 2 ), I 42-4 
"4can Fiat,; -l ow (SCFM) I 1Ls 
Calcult ,te :com Red.uced Dda 
C, 1CpA/Qt" *A = 0.0423* A(SCvM) AT (0 F) I(BTU/Yr'Ft2 ) --- 7 6+Z.. % 
[ (AT2) + T. - T b 1 3 
(Tin " rajnb) - I 
APPENDIX II
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C i]I tt,-; ' Ien ! f caLion SEPCO "Soloron" Model EF-212 
December 
,. Wright, 
rst Td0nti fi,-ation Weathering Test 
Weather data furnished: 
National Weather Service,_HuntsyfleA aa. 
" 'Jt.AtgI e 45 Col],ctor Azimuth Ang]e 00 
f,,'.,jht of Coll.ector (Inlet) 
(Outlet)


Additional 
P1- Terprature (t Y) 
 Precipitation (In.) Weatheri~ux 

-
S ,. : -gh] Low- Avg. R ain Snow Other conit, 
_ 
D0-;d'-3 _ __9 0_ t 110_0 ew9 
I/__ "_° n __17........ E 
° 
C, °._.0 __ - _ __


_a- ._, _ 
k . . __1 ...... . z6_r .S__ __ _<_. r 
0 5,1 
.... i ,,Th- D Li _-<_
,,,.[9 7 ± ._o_4 __._....% 
'-A t .­ - - ... 
_-_ _ ' ... . . .. . _.. 7 -
A_ l .... __ 6,t 2g_ __Ui__ __.AQ __ _ I_._$LO. . . .. J _ __ //i 
. 0..-. - _2_ -_ _-._. L J 
ITT- I.J..... ... ..-. . .. . ..... - ---- --- ____-_._


, i",n_. JFPCO "'hiSolron_ Md]EF2] L..... .. 
onth _-January__. -Test Identification Weathering Test 
Weather data furnished:


ov ';n rv s J. Wright, National Weather Service, Huntsville, Alabama


7
 00" ']I'vit 450 CoJ]r;ctor-one 
 Azimuth Angle 
T... 4.rr' Area- Heiht of Collector (Inlet) 
(Outlet)


Additional 
S-Ilar Flux IP.I-perature (or) Preci pitation (In.) Weather 
Day High i Yeb~i_ C ditions}3CU'1Fr-Ft 2 ] owAvg. Ran 
- _1 mJr a7reJASI 
i.3J _z/oX .0 / r_A tA30 . 1r1 
* ­ t-°3_t61 -- eAI _.%fc__ 
4- _7 . 60 
3 IV 0 o 
_L- .,. -------- " .itu_ .2_ZC ­
.. .......... _t _ _ ___
 .
,__i . ... . . - _ _ 
4._ 7_. 1 . . .f t .- i 
L L -. . J 1t4.2:. V i­
:, ......---- g--_ ... _o 
26 0 
-6 A/ 0­
'_O __4u._ - _.zz _h,_, zo _#I(ZA
, - --- -..-- 0 Ij~f _ O Q_--0 _ h- - - - If AO- _ - ,_ 
W E . . . 2Z _ jk_ _ __ - ­
-/g..1otTn -...... - -- -- ..
- -7; -B - - lL en..
... ... ... l ;._7 . , .... e m it'~_ .0 /3P,0 ...e
2S -._. : __Dtax-___ - - __ 
24- * 2f _ .  -.T . 04._ 0291. ... .... 23. 3.a!115 °_ _0 ._-_L2" *~" ~ J- .A. 4 _ ..----------- ---­50 .rac 
*.VL I 2.37J /_. r _- ._-.­
84


- .. r..('i nei I i cat ion _SEPCO "Soloron" Model EF- 212__ 
8c...h Febru_ary Test Idcntiflcation Weathering Test


Weather data furnished:


2., Wrnght, National Weather ServiceH unitsyj l] ama 
,.,,'ilt 7ngle Azimuth450 Collector Angle 00 
.it.r Xpi~c; 1 :1 . Area Height of Collector (Inlet) 
(Outlet)


Additional 
1,%oI~cFlux Temperature (0') Precipitation (In.) Weather 
jsLS ,Iu/fgh Low Avg. ai3n -- nw Othe o 
tta -- - /
-___~~~~ __ 
___ g C4Z 
:.... . zgL_ 2d61• _ 4 / __ _ _________ 
LJ. . . .. 70.. ! .. . .__ _, 
1,_ , ......ISZn.'_ @°___ /__ 1-p~_l . .._ / -___4.. _ 4 7,o z - 0o 
--, -i......,-. -au p- t7 4/ 
.. . " -- - -- " -- L 
.2 ..- .. 42_ _.,_ : ... . ...._ _ 
1_ .. SY_. _.YU S0 _ - . 
-- 71.." . hd < -
L ... 7 ___.. .... .. 1 7o 
-. ° " "--_ _ 
_2 
4. ...  . 0_ ,<,o f" Y ,--i­ - ---
-.. ._. :. _ 

ORIGINAL PANE f§ 
OF POORt QUAMfft 
car TdentJ 4i cation SEPCO "Soloron" Model EF-212 
;4onth March Test Identification Weathering Test 
Weather.data furnished: 
bc et s J. Wright .National Weather Service. Huntsville- A1ahama 
°

00
1 "' Itor .ilt Angle _45 Conliec-tor A-zimut-h- Ang-le 
-nr Aperture Area Height of Collectqr (Inlet) 
•' (Outlet)I -
Additional 
Solar Flux Temperature (OF) Precipitation (Tn.) Weather 
High Tow Avg. -an Sh6w--t--- CoPditions 
-~~Z - zJY­
.... 4/0 _f /04.u,__c a. p 
LZ - --- - iztods -____L /. - T 
0r/0 _E ..__1, / r 
Il. .6. •±_AL


_71- --4 0._ 7_ ­
_. ... 2.._d g . _. .L JoZ
/_.._
.... .. . ..- 3t ___
_5_-_­

-
__ 6 .... 750 - 50..- . . __ /6. 
I,¢ (-/° ._ L_ 77,


-. 
 
_ _52 QiJ /2.
._sO.. --c_Z3 , _.._._6 JZK

L2 I .7_o At 
 .os.... . '
 
- . . .. ..y .a_64 .57.3 , 
­
_ t 

_27 ---.... ._ _ A-_ __
I. LV:_ °D -/ #ra--

___

I7 .I! _ -. e d1.0_c_ 
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-- 
IB deI.-JF_- .CoI ct or itenti fication .-- SEPC0_ "Sgrl or' . I?.__. 
1-1,nith April1 Test Identi fi-ation Weathering Test


Weather data furni shed:


o0,sin vers _J. Wrir_ National__Wather Sarvice.- tville, Al~bam


I Tilt 450 Azimuth Angle ____Hector Angle Col)ector 
iictor Aperture Area Iiei'jht oi. Collector (Inlet)


(Outlet)


Additional 
Solar Flux Tenwe rature (OF) Precipitation (In.) Weather 
Day B'j'U/Hr-Ft 2 AT. -h-Rain Snow Other " 
_ l__ pz, 
-- -. . . . . ... .. __ ­

_ ­_....... A,-. -- _-. ,~,_"I. t 

-I2 ,.7/65,L <; 
-25 .. Z , A7"0 0 
..2'.. g AL1 / _- __ f 
JA_.~ t. _.C~ -_ .,-/. __
- '........ SZ° _.__


- 2 - 5"400- . .
',_7.......
 OAy

IS.. . . 7...
40o  ..... z

OFIOORQTAIT 
_. __l!_7_.... .66 ~ .d

]_T d°_._ gf_...A_ fw7 Ro U.-
.. f".. 7 ......_ 
.. J7
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